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Playing a game

The picture shows a range of 
‘table-top’ games. They are 
each based on competition, with 
the winner achieving a certain 
goal before the other players. 
Some of the games rely almost 
exclusively on luck; some 
depend very much on mental 
skill; others use a mix of both 
luck and skill. All the games 
shown fall into one of these 
three categories.

Designing a game

What makes a game attractive 
and appealing? These 
questions will help you decide 
why a game has appeal, and 
also to design a new game.

u Who will play the game?

 Age is particularly important. Is it for adults, children or families? 
This will affect the skills and knowledse used in the game.  
It will also help you identify a suitable theme for the game.

u What is the purpose of the game?

 to provide excitement;

 to provide intellectual stimulation;

 to test knowledge;

 to test skill;

 to inform or educate.

u What combination of these makes people want to play the game?

 This will help you design a game that people want to play.

u What skills and knowledge will be needed or developed by the game?

 You must ensure that the game is challenging but not daunting.

u Is any luck required in the game?

 If there is you will need to work out how it can be generated.

u How do you play and what do you have to do to win?

 This will help you work out the rules of play.

u How will your game compare with existing games?

 What will be different and what will be the same?  
What will make people want to play it?
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Playing with a toy

The range of toys in the picture shows you that 
they vary widely. Some toys let you pretend 
to be someone or something else. Others 
represent someone or something and you have 
to work out what they do. Both of these types of 
play involve fantasy.

Sometimes toys involve learning a physical 
skill such as juggling, top spinning, kite flying, 
conjuring or diablo throwing. Some toys require 
physical activity like climbing, jumping, running, 
rolling, swinging, sliding or riding. Others 
involve building or constructing. Whatever the 
type of toy, it should be fun to play with!

Designing a toy

You can use these questions to help you design 
a toy.

u What age range is the toy for?

 This will affect the sorts of activity and behaviour 
used in playing with the toy.

 It will help identify the sort of toy that is 
appropriate.

u What is the purpose of the toy?

– to provide excitement;

– to develop physical strength and coordination;

– to provide intellectual stimulation;

– to develop knowledge and understanding;

– to develop social skills.

 What combination of these makes the toy fun 
to play with? This will help you design a toy that 
people want to play with.

u What sorts of activities will be involved?

– physical activity – pushing, pulling, flicking, 
poking, throwing, skimming, jumping, running;

– intellectual activity – reading, writing, drawing, 
puzzling, problem solving;

– social activity – talking, listening, questioning, 
watching, miming, acting, singing, dancing.

 The activities should match the purposes of the 
toy.

 This will help you decide whether the toy is for 
indoors, outdoors or both.

 It will also help you think about safety matters like 
safe landing surfaces, suitable climbing surfaces 
and sound structures.

u What sorts of behaviour will be involved?

– quiet and reflective;

– loud and rumbustious;

– fierce and aggressive;

– meek and passive;

– kind and caring;

– cruel and harsh.

 You will need to think about the sorts of 
behaviour that you want to encourage.
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Safety

It is important that toys and games are safe 
and do not harm those who play with them. 
You must ensure that any toy or game you 
design meets the British and European 
safety requirements. The Compendium of 
British Standards for Design and Technology 
in Schools contains useful information, as 
shown in the extract. You can obtain more 
detailed information from the British Standards 
Institution, Orders Department, Linford Wood, 
Milton Keynes MK14 6LE.

It is important that toys and games are not left 
lying around where they can get broken and trip 
people up. One solution to this problem is the 
toy box, which can be designed to be a toy in 
itself.

 

Some useful information about toy safety  
from BS PP7302:1987

Get lucky

There are several ways of introducing luck into 
a game. Here are some possibilities:

u cards, which are shuffled, can be used to 
give bonuses, penalties, free turns and new 
opportunities;

u a six-sided dice can be used to decide the 
number of moves or who goes first;

u spinners can be used instead of dice;

u spinning wheels can cause flashing lights 
and noise before settling on a number, 
bonus, penalty or prize.

u Wood must be free from loose knots.

u There must be no sharp edges or splinters.

u Care is needed with hinges and folding mechanisms.

u Points and wires must be covered.

u Rigid parts that might stick out must be protected by firmly attached plastic or 
rubber caps.

u Non-detatchable parts must be fixed so that a child cannot grip them or so that they 
cannot be removed by a force of 90 N.

u Detatchable parts should not fit inside a choke monitor cylinder.

u Cords on pull-along toys should not have slip-knots or fastenings that can form  
slip-knots and should be at least 1.5 mm thick.
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Toys and games for different ages

The table below describes the abilities and 
interests of children at different ages and the 
associated toys and games. You can use these 
as starting points for designing your own toys 
and games.

Evaluating toys and games

The best way to evaluate a toy or game for a 
very young child is to watch the child using it 
– an observed user trip. Your observations 
can be in three parts.

u First impressions

 Does the child smile on seeing it? Does the 
child reach out for it?

u Initial interest

 How long does it take for the child to begin to 
play with it?

 Does the child need to be encouraged or 
helped to play with it?

 How long is it before the child loses interest?

u Long-term interest

 Does the child return to it during a playing 
session?

 How often? For how long? 

You can use evaluations on existing toys or 
games as a starting point for your own design.

Later childhood (6–�� years)

reading and writing comics/story books plus  
 associated figures

drawing and painting 

listening and talking/ masks 
drama

making and modelling model kits 
 complicatied construction kits, 
 e.g. technical Lego

collecting small scale models, 
 figures, facsimiles

keeping pets

competition adventure games 
 more complicated board games, 
 e.g chess, draughts, Scrabble 
 more complicated card games

Abilities and interests Associated toys and games 
of different groups

Infants (0–� years)

looking soft books

grabbing/gripping dangling/hanging shapes

feeling/cuddling teddies and soft toys

exploring/enquiring rollers/rattles

seeing/discriminating coloured balls/cubes

sucking/biting teething toys

stackoing bricks

slotting postboxes

hitting/banging rubber/plastic shape-sorters

Early childhood (�–6 years)

cuddling teddies/soft toys/dolls

looking/early reading picture books 
 pop-up/hidden books

constructing/changing/ jigsaws 
modelling minature environments 
 simple construction kits 
 e.g. Sticklebricks

physical activity bats and balls 
 skipping ropes 
 throwing/catching balls and rings 
 hoops

social activity simple board games,  
 e.g. Ludo 
 simple card games, 
 e.g. Snap


